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Abstract

Existing person search methods integrate person detec-

tion and re-identification (re-ID) module into a unified sys-

tem. Though promising results have been achieved, the

misalignment problem, which commonly occurs in person

search, limits the discriminative feature representation for

re-ID. To overcome this limitation, we introduce a novel

framework to learn the discriminative representation by uti-

lizing prototype in OIM loss. Unlike conventional methods

using prototype as a representation of person identity, we

utilize it as guidance to allow the attention network to con-

sistently highlight multiple instances across different poses.

Moreover, we propose a new prototype update scheme with

adaptive momentum to increase the discriminative ability

across different instances. Extensive ablation experiments

demonstrate that our method can significantly enhance the

feature discriminative power, outperforming the state-of-

the-art results on two person search benchmarks including

CUHK-SYSU and PRW.

1. Introduction

Person search aims to localize a target person in a

gallery of pedestrian images. While inputs of person re-

identification (re-ID) task are auto-detected person bound-

ing boxes [15], those of person search task are in-the-wild

image containing large amounts of backgrounds. The sim-

plest way to solve the person search problem is to crop

all the pedestrians adopting off-the-shelf detector [21], and

pass them into re-ID module as [1]. This, however, divide

the two tasks which affect each other into separate tasks

and are inefficient in real-world applications. To address

this, recent methods [30, 18, 2, 40] formulate detection and

re-ID into a unified framework by sharing the backbone net-

work, and train both tasks in an end-to-end fashion.

The main goal of person search, as well as re-ID is to

generate a discriminative feature from an image for match-

ing the same class (identity) to the target person. Exist-

ing methods focus on feature representation learning [29]
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Figure 1. Examples of misalignment problem in person search task

caused by (a) the presence of other instances, (b) mis-detection and

(c) background objects.

to classify different instances in a gallery of pedestrian im-

ages. However, as shown in Fig. 1, misalignment issue

arises from occlusion with other instances or background

objects, and false positives from detector that hinder robust

feature representation. To overcome this, recent methods

[16, 39, 37, 24, 25] exploit attention mechanism to obtain

a saliency map emphasizing discriminative parts of human

(e.g. clothes or handbags). However, person detection and

re-ID are inherently contradictory [32], since the former

aims to classify everyone in an image into person class,

while the latter aims to distinguish individual person for

identification. It limits the applicability of attention mech-

anism in conventional re-ID methods to the person search

framework.

On the other hand, loss functions for training the fea-

ture representation such as cross-entropy [35] or triplet loss

[5] are widely used in re-ID community, in order to make

the same identities be closer in embedding space, while dif-
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ferent identities to be far apart. However, these two losses

are not scalable to person search because the unified frame-

work restrains the batch size for training to be small. To

realize this, Xiao et al. [30] propose a novel online in-

stance matching (OIM) loss for person search. OIM loss

aggregates diverse patterns of identity into a feature vec-

tor which is representative of a certain identity, i.e., proto-

type [23, 34], and then optimizes all features to be closer

to their corresponding prototype by minimizing intra-class

variation [27]. However, the prototype is updated in an on-

line manner regardless of the input, whereas the input iden-

tity might be affected by noise components which disturb

the optimization of prototype.

In this paper, we conjecture that the prototype in OIM

loss can be used as guidance to solve misalignment prob-

lems in conventional methods. Inspired by the fact that

prototype optimally describes each class, we aim to learn

the attention mechanism so that attention could focus on

the region that is similar to its prototype. Specifically,

we compute the pixel level affinity between the prototype

and feature of the detected instance, and exploit it as guid-

ance for attention learning. This map emphasizes region

which highly responses to the prototype, and supervises the

saliency to attention module to highlight consistent region

against pose or viewpoint variation during inference. In ad-

dition, we introduce a new prototype update scheme for dis-

criminative feature learning from OIM loss. Rather than

utilizing fixed momentum for prototype update, we define

the momentum as the ratio of the following two cosine sim-

ilarities between 1) target and positive prototype pair and

2) target and hardest negative prototype pair. When the tar-

get feature is closer to the hardest negative prototype, low

momentum is assigned to the target feature to prevent the

prototype from moving closer to the hardest negative.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized

as follows:

• We present a prototype-guided attention module, to en-

able learning of attention mechanism in person search

by exploiting prototype as guidance.

• We introduce a new prototype update scheme to in-

crease the discriminative ability of prototype across

different instances.

• We demonstrate the advantage of our proposed method

over state-of-the-art methods through extensive exper-

imental evaluations.

2. Related Work

Person search Given a query, person search aims to

match and localize a specific person in a gallery scene im-

age. Most person search methods scale down the problem

to person re-ID by cropping instances in an image level

[6, 1, 9], or feature level [18, 2, 40] adopting detection mod-

ule. It makes the person search task challenging due to mis-

alignment between a matching pair caused by erroneous de-

tection, occlusions or background clutters. To realize this,

several methods have been proposed to solve the issue. Lan

et al. [14] identify multi-scale matching and align the se-

mantics from each scale via knowledge distillation. Han et

al. [9] state that training detector independent from re-ID

loss causes misalignment, and propose a new localization

refinement framework by optimizing the detector with the

supervision of re-ID. Zhong et al. [40] align each part of

an instance by estimating visibility and introduce a partial

feature matching scheme.

Attention mechanism Attention mechanism, which aims

at localizing the discriminative regions in an image, has

been used in re-ID [16, 37, 24, 7, 25, 31, 2] and person

search [1] task to tackle misalignment problems. For exam-

ple, Li et al. [16] learn spatial, channel and hard regional

attention simultaneously to enhance the attention selection

within arbitrarily-aligned bounding boxes. Zheng et al. [39]

enforce attention consistency among images of the same

person for instance invariant feature representations.

Meanwhile, there are some approaches which use addi-

tional information as guidance to learn attention. Usually,

the guidance includes human semantic such as foreground

mask [24, 1] or body parts [36, 7] to remove background

clutters or highlight unoccluded region for partial match-

ing. However, all of these methods require additional mod-

els trained on different datasets for guidance, which affects

the performance of main task. In contrast, the proposed pro-

totype guidance helps the prototype-based feature learning

by removing noise components of an input feature, and can

be easily obtained during optimization step.

Prototype Prototype, also known as proxy [17], mean [8],

or center [27], is the one representative of a class among

training examples. The concept of prototype is widely

used in deep metric learning [27, 17, 30, 20]. Rather than

focusing on individual instances in a mini-batch [4, 12],

prototype-based loss optimizes all features to be close to

their prototype to minimize intra-class variation [27, 20].

The true location of prototype requires the knowledge of

whole dataset which is expensive. Most works [8, 27, 30]

estimate prototype by updating them in an online man-

ner, using fixed momentum during whole training process.

While effective, input samples with misalignment issues in

person search task can hinder the optimization with proto-

type. To address this, we propose a new prototype update

scheme with adaptive momentum to prevent the prototype

from getting close to its hard negative due to misalignment.
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Figure 2. Illustration of feature distribution in embedding space (left), and prototype response maps of randomly picked samples per each

class, marked as white circle (right). The response map highlights the consistent region of a class, invariant to pose or camera viewpoint.

3. Method

3.1. Preliminary

Typical end-to-end person search methods [30, 18, 40, 2]

is based on Faster R-CNN [21] with re-ID head as a unified

framework. Given a single image, it first localizes pedes-

trian candidates with a region proposal network (RPN), then

crops the feature according to the region of interests (ROI)

to extract proposal features at a ROI pooling layer. Let

us denote the extracted feature as F ∈ R
C×H×W , where

C is the number of feature channels with height H , and

width W . Re-ID head then generates the feature embedding

f ∈ R
d×H×W from F, then aggregates spatial information

of f to x ∈ R
d, where d is the channel dimension.

For optimization of the embedding, OIM loss [30] is

used for dealing with few numbers of identities in un-

cropped full scene input images. They estimate prototypes

representing each class via online update scheme with all

training samples, and memorize them into lookup table V .

To use unlabeled identities for learning, the features from

them is also memorized in a circular cue U . Given xi the

embedding of i-th class, the probability pi of xi being rec-

ognized as i could be estimated from the softmax function

with every elements in V and U as:

pi =
e(v

T

i xi/τ)

∑N
j=1 e

(vT

j
xi/τ) +

∑Q
k=1 e

(uT

k
xi/τ)

, (1)

where [v1, · · · ,vN ] ∈ V , [u1, · · · ,uQ] ∈ U and τ is tem-

perature parameter for smoothness of probability distribu-

tion. The final objective of OIM loss is to maximize the

log-likelihood of pi: Loim = Ex[log pi]. After the forward

path, prototype vi is updated with a momentum of η follow-

ing L2 normalization:

vi ← ηvi + (1− η)xi, η ∈ [0, 1]. (2)

3.2. Motivation and Overview

The baseline in Sec. 3.1 simply uses global average pool-

ing (GAP) for embedding and thus suffers from the mis-

alignment caused by detection module. Moreover, such

misaligned features disturb the prototype updated from

Equ. (2) to be discriminative in embedding space, which

degrades feature learning of OIM loss.

In this paper, we aim to solve the misalignment issue

caused by detection module with prototype guided atten-

tion (PGA) module, which produces a saliency map for lo-

calizing discriminative regions inside bounding boxes. We

guide the learning of saliency map with a prototype to high-

light the consistent region across the same class as shown in

Fig. 2, and make the feature from detection module embed-

ded be closer to its prototype, reducing intra-class variation.

Furthermore, to increase the separability among prototypes,

we propose a new prototype update scheme with adaptive

momentum which constraints feature involved on prototype

update.

3.3. Prototype Guided Attention Module

Attention module for saliency feature learning As il-

lustrated in Fig. 3, we present an attention module to pro-

vide the saliency map enhancing the discriminative regions

while suppressing the noise component. In this work, we

adopt SE block [13] as a base for designing our atten-

tion model for its lightweight mechanism and scalability

[1, 18, 36]. We consider both channel and spatial attention

for generating a saliency map following [3, 28].
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Figure 3. The overall architecture of the proposed PGA module. It consists of attention module for saliency feature learning, prototype

guidance generation, and prototype update with the embeded training samples.

Given the feature map f in Sec. 3.1, we aggregate the

feature in spatial domain to produce channel descriptors

fc ∈ R
d. The descriptors are fed into two consecutive

FC layers to capture channel-wise dependencies, and the

channel-wise attention z is obtained by applying a sigmoid

function on the descriptors for normalization. The process

is formulated as:

z = σ(Wc
2 δ(W

c
1 fc)), (3)

where Wc
1 ∈ R

d
r
×d and W

c
2 ∈ R

d× d
r are the parameters of

FC layers for channel reduction and expansion by a factor

or r and σ and δ refer to sigmoid and ReLU function.

To extract the spatial attention from the informative

channels, f is channel-wise pooled with the weight z then

flattened, resulting a spatial descriptor fs ∈ R
HW . Simi-

lar to channel attention, we use two FC layers and sigmoid

function to generate a saliency map A:

A = σ(Ws
2 δ(W

s
1 fs)), (4)

where W
s
1 ∈ R

HW

r′
×(HW ) and W

s
2 ∈ R

(HW )×HW

r′ are

the parameters of SE block with a factor or r′. The spatial

attention A is reshaped back to the same spatial size of f .

Prototype guidance generation A straightforward

method to learn saliency from attention module is self-

guided learning from the main task’s loss function.

However in person search, attention module is affected

from both detection and re-ID loss which are conflicting

each other.

Instead, we exploit prototype, which is the optimal rep-

resentation of class in OIM loss, as the guidance to help the

attention learning. Specifically, we measure the response

of prototype in OIM loss v with the feature f from Sec. 3.1.

We define the response map M as cosine similarity between

f and v:

mh,w =
v ∗ fh,w

‖v‖2 ∗ ‖fh,w‖2
, (5)

where mh,w ∈M. We further attach ReLU function to M

to suppress the weak prototype responses.

After generating the guidance, the attention map A is

optimized from it by a Mean Squared Error loss defined as

Latt =

H∑

h

W∑

w

‖Mh,w −A
h,w‖2. (6)

Note that back-propagated gradient flew to M is set to zero,

to prevent the optimization of prototype on this loss func-

tion.

3.4. Prototype Update with Adaptive Momentum

In OIM loss, the location of prototype in embedding

space is estimated by updating the prototypes online as

Equ. (2). The equation can be seen as an exponentially

weighted moving average [22], where features involving the

update process recently have high weights while older fea-

tures are progressively downweighted. Therefore, if the re-

cent feature has noise components such as background clut-

ters or occlusion, it could transfer the prototype close to

prototypes of other classes, which reduces inter-class dif-

ferences between feature embeddings.

From this observation, we propose a new prototype up-

date process considering the distribution of prototypes. To

maintain the efficiency on non-parametric prototype estima-

tion in OIM loss, we modulate momentum η in Equ. (2) at

every prototype update to transfer the prototype far apart
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Figure 4. Illustration of prototype update scheme with (a) fixed

momentum Equ. (2) and (b) adaptive momentum based on the

similarity between a prototype and its hard negative. Thickness

of each arrow stands for the magnitude of the corresponding com-

ponent’s momentum for update.

from its hard negative [4]. Suppose that there is a target

annotated to identity i as xi, and prototype set V . We first

compare similarities of two pairs: vT

i xi and v
T

q vi, where q

is the index satisfying the condition

q = argmax
p∈{1...N}\i

v
T

pvi. (7)

As shown in Fig. 4, when prototype vi is more similar to

its hard negative prototype vq than to target xi, the impor-

tance of vi on update process should be low compared to

that of xi. So we define the adaptive momentum from the

similarities:

vi ←
e(v

T

qxi/τ)

e(v
T
qxi/τ) + e(v

T

i
xi/τ)

vi +
e(v

T

i xi/τ)

e(v
T
qxi/τ) + e(v

T

i
xi/τ)

xi,

(8)

where τ is the softmax temperature value. Note that when

the value vi is empty in the initial state , we just put the

target feature to V .

3.5. Implementation Details

Network details We implement our proposed method on

Pytorch [19]. We build our model upon OIM [30] which

consists of backbone ResNet-50 [19] and Faster R-CNN

[19] as a detection module. For training a region proposal

network (RPN), we adjust the anchor scales {8, 16, 32} and

aspect ratio {1, 2, 3}. We adopt other settings such as fore-

ground overlap threshold or number of proposals per batch

the same as [21]. Next, RoIAlign [10] is utilized for feature

extraction on ‘conv4’ block of ResNet-50. After transform-

ing the dimension of extracted features to 2048 on ‘conv5’

block, we add detection and re-ID head to get a bounding

box and feature embedding. We use the same anchor set-

ting with RPN for training the detection head. All features

are then transformed to 256 dimension and pass through at-

tention module which consists of two SEblock having ratio

r = 8 and r′ = 7 respectively to generate a saliency map

per each feature. Finally, the feature is weighted average

pooled by the saliency map followed by L2 normalization.

For base OIM loss setting, the temperature parameter τ is

set to 0.033 and momentum η to 0.5.

Model training We train our network on a single

NVIDIA TITAN X GPU with 4 images per one batch. All

images are resized to 900 on a shorter side and 1500 on

a larger side. The learning rate is initialized to 0.0005 for

CUHK-SYSU and 0.0001 for PRW dataset, and decreased

by 10 at 30k-th iteration. In both datasets, the training con-

tinues until 40k-th iteration. We use SGD for optimization

with a weight decay of 0.0001 and momentum of 0.9.

Loss function We optimize our proposed method with

linear combination of detection loss Ldet, OIM loss Loim,

and attention guidance loss Latt as follows:

L = Ldet + Loim + λLatt, (9)

where λ is the loss weight of Latt. The initial value of λ

equals to zero, and 0.1 after all prototypes are saved at V .

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets and metrics

CUHK-SYSU CUHK-SYSU dataset [30] is a large-scale

person search dataset collected from urban scenes and

movies. The dataset contains 18,184 images, 96,143 an-

notated bounding boxes and 8,432 labeled identities. All

unlabeled identities are served as negative samples and ex-

cluded from the training of re-ID. We follow the train/test

split provided from the dataset: 11,206 images with 5,532

identities for training, and 6,978 gallery images with 2,900

query images for testing. The dataset provides gallery sub-

sets with different sizes, and we use the default gallery size

as 100 in the experiment.

PRW PRW dataset [38] is a collection of 11,816 video

frames captured from the university. The dataset con-

tains 43,110 bounding boxes and 932 identities. Similar to

CUHK-SYSU, the annotation has labeled and unlabeled in-

stances and 34,304 bounding boxes are annotated with iden-

tities. We also follow the train/test split in the dataset: 5,704

images with 482 identities for training, and 6,112 images

with 2057 query images for testing. In PRW, the search

space for a query is the whole gallery set.

Evaluation metrics We report performance using mean

Average Precision (mAP) and Common Matching Charac-

teristic (CMC top-K), following the common practice in

person search. The first metric calculates an averaged pre-

cision (AP) score of searching a query from gallery im-

ages and averages the AP scores from all query identities

to get mAP score. The second metric counts the case when
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Methods res. mAP(%) top1(%)

Baseline 7×7 35.5 77.2

Self-attention 7×7 36.2 77.7

Self-attention∗ 14×14 36.8 78.3

PGA 7×7 40.3 79.9

PGA∗ 14×14 42.7 82.8

Table 1. Component analysis of prototype guided attention module

(PGA) with the baseline and self-attention module which shares

the same network to PGA trained without prototype guidance.

‘res.’ denotes the spatial size of saliency map. All experiments

are done on PRW.

Methods τ mAP(%) top1(%)

Baseline - 35.5 77.2

Baseline w/ AMU

0.03 38.7 79.8

0.05 38.9 80.0

0.1 38.6 79.4

PGA w/o AMU - 40.3 79.9

PGA w/ AMU

0.03 42.4 83.1

0.05 42.5 83.5

0.1 42.2 82.9

Table 2. Component analysis of adaptive momentum update

(AMU) with the baseline and PGA module on PRW.

there exists at least one of the top-K predicted bounding

boxes overlapping with the ground truth with the overlap

rate larger than 0.5. In this experiment, we adopt CMC top-

1 only as it is the hardest condition among all possible Ks.

4.2. Ablation Study

Effectiveness of PGA We analyze our PGA module with

the ablation evaluations with respect to the effectiveness of

prototype guidance in attention module. In order to demon-

strate the spatial size of saliency map on performance, we

decrease the stride to 1 in conv5 block [11] using dilated

convolution, denoted as ‘PGA∗’. As in Tab. 1, we observe

that the usage of saliency map for feature extraction boosts

the re-ID performance. While self-attention module im-

proves the mAP and top1 performance of the OIM baseline

by 0.7% and 0.5% only in 7 × 7 saliency map, PGA im-

proves the performance by 4.8% and 2.7%. This indicates

that prototype guidance helps the attention learning on per-

son search. Moreover, increasing the spatial size of saliency

map contributes to the performance gain by providing fine-

grained information about the discriminative region inside

the bounding box.

Effectiveness of AMU In Tab. 2, we evaluate the im-

pact of adaptive momentum update (AMU) on the baseline

and PGA with the different temperature setting in Equ. (8).

Compared to the baseline using fixed momentum update of

prototype in Equ. (2), AMU improves the performance of

Epoch #

Hardest negative

Second hardest negative

Fixed momentum

Adaptive momentum

C
o

si
n

e
 s

im
il

a
ri

ty

Figure 5. Comparison of average cosine similarity between a pro-

totype and its hard negatives per epoch on training processes.

Methods # of Parameters (K) speed (sec.)

Baseline 3596 0.355

PGA 3804 0.356

Table 3. Comparison of the number of parameters and runtime be-

tween PGA and baseline. All values are measured on TITAN X

GPU.

mAP by 3.2% and top1 by 2.6%, for τ = 0.03. Adding

AMU on PGA, we achieve higher improvement of mAP by

6.9% and top1 by 5.9%, for τ = 0.03. This demonstrates

that the AMU supports the robust prototype guidance gener-

ation from PGA. For all experiments, we observe that tem-

perature 0.05 provides the best performance so we adopt the

value on our module.

Moreover, we conduct an experiment to validate the ef-

fectiveness of AMU for increasing the separability among

prototypes in Fig. 5. Specifically, we track a prototype and

collect cosine similarity of the hardest negative and second

hardest negative at every update in the training process to

compare the distance between them. It is clear that, the pro-

totype updated from AMU gets further away from its hard

negatives at every epoch, which greatly benefits the feature

learning of OIM loss.

Saliency map visualization For the qualitative analysis,

we visualize the saliency map from PGA module. In Fig. 6,

we observe that saliency map supervised from the proto-

type guidance localizes consistent region to the same person

which leads to invariant representation from the viewpoint

or pose variation. In addition to validate the robustness of

the saliency map, we visualize the map with respect to the

misaligned cases in Fig. 7. In all cases, the saliency map

improves the matching performance by highlighting the dis-

criminative region and suppressing the background clutters

or other instances.
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Figure 6. Visualization of saliency map generated by our PGA

module. Note that red color indicates the salient regions and blue

color indicates suppressed regions.

Query Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 5

Query Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3

Query Rank 1 Rank 5 Rank 7

Figure 7. Demonstration of the robustness of proposed saliency

map against occlusions with background (tow row), bounding box

covering half of a person (middle row), and the presence of other

instances (bottom row).

Runtime comparison In Tab. 3, we compare the number

of parameters and runtime speed to process a gallery im-

age with the baseline OIM. Likewise in baseline, our mod-

ule shows the high computational speed of joint framework

about 0.3 seconds, which is applicable in real world. It is

noticeable that with a small increase about 200K in atten-

tion module, we achieve the state-of-the-art performance.

4.3. Comparison with StateoftheArt Methods

In this section, we compare our model with several state-

of-the-art methods on person search. For better comparison,

we categorize the person search methods into two-step with

two separate detection and re-ID models and one-step with

Method mAP (%) top1 (%)

tw
o

-s
te

p MGTS [1] 83.0 83.7

RDLR [9] 93.0 94.2

IGPN [6] 89.1 90.5

TCTS [26] 93.9 95.1

o
n

e-
st

ep

OIM [30] 75.5 78.7

Context Graph [33] 84.1 86.5

QEEPS [18] 88.9 89.1

APNet [40] 88.9 89.3

NAE+ [2] 92.1 92.9

Ours 90.2 91.8

Ours∗ 92.3 94.7

Table 4. Comparison of performance on CUHK-SYSU.

Method mAP (%) top1 (%)

tw
o

-s
te

p MGTS [1] 32.6 72.1

RDLR [9] 42.9 70.2

IGPN [6] 46.2 86.1

TCTS [26] 46.8 87.5

o
n

e-
st

ep

OIM [30] 21.3 49.9

Context Graph [33] 33.4 73.6

QEEPS [18] 37.1 76.7

APNet [40] 41.9 81.4

NAE+ [2] 44.0 81.1

Ours 42.5 83.5

Ours∗ 44.2 85.2

Table 5. Comparison of performance on PRW.

a unified model.

Results on CUHK-SYSU In Tab. 4, we show the person

search results on CUHK-SYSU with a gallery size of 100.

Our method achieves the mAP of 92.3% and top1 accuracy

of 94.7%, surpassing other methods in one-step method.

Compared to QEEPS [18] that uses siamese network to

guide the query information to the main network or Context

Graph [33] adopting additional graph networks, our method

reuse the prototype in optimization process requiring less

memories. It also outperforms APNet [40] which adopts the

part-based model to solve the misalignment problem. Note

that NAE+ [2] also exploits pixel-wise saliency map, but the

saliency is generated from coarse bounding box annotation.

Our methods are also comparable to the two-step methods

including MGTS [1] which uses mask information for per-

son search, and RDLR [9] that adopts bounding box refine-

ment. TCTS [26] produces the highest performance of all

methods, but they require a cascade process which is com-

plicated. Compared to the two-step methods, our method is

a unified model which requires less parameters and memo-

ries.

Results on PRW In Tab. 5, we compare our results to

state-of-the-art approaches on PRW dataset. We achieve
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 8. Qualitative result of top1 person search results in PRW dataset: (a),(d) are query images, (b),(e) are top1 retrieved results from

baseline OIM, and (c),(f) are the results from our model. We visualize the red box as a failure, and the green box as a correct case. The

black box represents the detected instance in a large scale for better comparison.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 9. Qualitative result of top1 person search results in CUHK-SYSU dataset: (a),(d) are query images, (b),(e) are the results from

baseline OIM, and (c),(f) are the results from our model. We visualize the red box as a failure, and the green box as a correct case. The

black box represents the detected instance in a large scale for better comparison.

the mAP of 44.2% and top1 accuracy of 85.2%, outper-

forming the most person search methods. Compared to

CUHK-SYSU, PRW has a larger gallery size containing

many identities and thus more challenging. The saliency

map from our model could emphasize the discriminative re-

gion which is effective on such a hard dataset. It is notice-

able that our method shows high improvement of top1 ac-

curacy, surpassing 3.9% compared to NAE+. The saliency

map learned from the prototype guidance provides consis-

tent region across the same person, thus it helps retrieval

performance.

5. Conclusion

We have introduced a novel framework to learn the dis-

criminative representation of each person instance under se-

vere geometric variation. We account for the fact that proto-

type in OIM loss can optimally describe each class. To this

end, we propose a prototype guided attention module by

exploiting prototype in OIM loss as guidance for saliency

feature learning. It allows solving misalignment problem

in person search task with the additional supervisory sig-

nal from prototype guidance. Furthermore, we introduce a

prototype update scheme with adaptive momentum to in-

crease the discriminative ability of prototype across differ-

ent instances. Our experiments have shown that our method

effectively learned the saliency feature of each person in-

stance, outperforming state-of-the-art methods. In the fu-

ture, we will extend our model to part-based representation

of one identity, to leverage partial matching without using

extra part annotation.
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